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Warranty and Liability

Warranty and Liability
Note

The Application Examples are not binding and do not claim to be complete with
regard to configuration, equipment or any contingencies. The Application
Examples do not represent customer-specific solutions. They are only intended
to provide support for typical applications. You are responsible for the correct
operation of the described products. These Application Examples do not relieve
you of the responsibility of safely and professionally using, installing, operating
and servicing equipment. When using these Application Examples, you
recognize that we cannot be made liable for any damage/claims beyond the
liability clause described. We reserve the right to make changes to these
Application Examples at any time and without prior notice. If there are any
deviations between the recommendations provided in this Application Example
and other Siemens publications – e.g. catalogs – the contents of the other
documents shall have priority.
We do not accept any liability for the information contained in this document.
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Any claims against us – based on whatever legal reason – resulting from the use of
the examples, information, programs, engineering and performance data etc.,
described in this Application Example shall be excluded. Such an exclusion shall
not apply in the case of mandatory liability, e.g. under the German Product Liability
Act (“Produkthaftungsgesetz”), in case of intent, gross negligence, or injury of life,
body or health, guarantee for the quality of a product, fraudulent concealment of a
deficiency or breach of fundamental contractual obligations (“wesentliche
Vertragspflichten”). The compensation for damages due to a breach of a
fundamental contractual obligation is, however, limited to the foreseeable damage,
typical for the type of contract, except in the event of intent or gross negligence or
injury to life, body or health. The above provisions do not imply a change of the
burden of proof to your detriment.
Any form of duplication or distribution of these Application Examples or excerpts
hereof is prohibited without the expressed consent of Siemens AG.

Security
information

Siemens provides products and solutions with Industrial Security functions that
support the secure operation of plants, solutions, machines, equipment and/or
networks. They are important components in a holistic Industrial Security
concept. With this in mind, Siemens’ products and solutions undergo
continuous development. Siemens recommends strongly that you regularly
check for product updates.
For the secure operation of Siemens products and solutions, it is necessary to
take suitable preventive action (e. g. cell protection concept) and integrate
each component into a holistic, state-of-the-art Industrial Security concept.
Third-party products that may be in use should also be considered. For more
information about Industrial Security, visit
http://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity.
To stay informed about product updates as they occur, sign up for a productspecific newsletter. For more information, visit
http://support.industry.siemens.com.
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1 Task
1.1 Overview

1

Task

1.1

Overview

Introduction
In industry, energy efficiency is of increasing significance. Compliance with laws
and regulations, increased pressure on return on investment and a growing
awareness of climate protection are key factors for the reduction of energy costs
and the implementation of an energy management system.
This application example presents different functions of the Energy Meter 480VAC
by means of two typical fields of application.
Overview of the automation task
In this application example, two versions of loads are integrated:


Version 1: three single-phase loads



Version 2: one three-phase load

Two use cases shall be illustrated for each version:
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Use case 1: Reading measured data
–

Setting up a user data structure for each load

–

Configuring user-specific user data in the module

–

Preparing the user data

–

Operating and displaying the user data

Use case 2: Condition monitoring and diagnostics
–

Configuring a limit for each load (active power)

–

Providing information in case of limit violations of the loads

The figure below provides an overview of the automation task.
Figure 1-1

kWh

Energy data visualization
- Representation of measured values
- Diagnostics
- Alarm management
- Monitoring of loads

Reading, processing and
transmitting measured data

Three-phase load
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2

Solution

2.1

Overview

Schematic layout
The figure below shows a schematic overview of the most important components of
the solution:
Figure 2-1

Controller:
• Evaluation of measured data
• Diagnostic
HMI
• Representation of measured values
in graphs
• Representation of the diagnostics
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PROFINET IE

Energy Meter 480VAC:
• Recording of measured data
• Definition of the user data structure
• Limit monitoring

Current
transformer

Current
transformer

Three-phase load

Three single-phase loads

The S7-1500 performs the evaluation and diagnosis of the measured values of the
Energy Meter 480VAC.
Two Energy Meters 480VAC are connected to the ET 200SP in order to measure
the load data.
The Energy Meter provides the measured data from the three-phase load and the
three single-phase loads. The loads are connected to the Energy Meter 480VAC
via current transformers. The current transforms have to match the corresponding
load.
The HMI visualizes both the measured data of the loads and the diagnostic data of
the Energy Meter.
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2 Solution
2.1 Overview
Advantages
The solution presented here offers the following advantages:


Already existing stations can be extended by an energy measurement
component



Can be used directly in your own projects

Topics not covered by this application
This application does not include a description of:


PLCs (especially S7-1500)



HMI panels



STEP 7 V13 SP1, WinCC V13 SP1, FBD, SCL
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Basic knowledge of the topics listed above is required.
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2.2

Core functionality
The example project for this application example contains two use cases:


Use case 1: Reading measured data



Use case 2: Condition monitoring and diagnostics

Overview and description of the user interface
Diagnostic data and measured values are displayed via different screens and popup windows of the HMI. The measured values read from the process image are
assigned to the load or to the phase and are displayed.
The diagnostic data are read from the Energy Meter 480VAC via data records and
are visualized on the HMI.
The figure below shows the measured values displayed via a pop-up window on
the HMI.

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Figure 2-2
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2 Solution
2.2 Core functionality
Sequence of the core functionality
The figure below shows the simplified sequence of the core functionality.
Figure 2-3

1

1

Diagnostics of
the module

Cyclic
measurement

2

2

Processing of
measured data

no

OK?

Diagnostic
messages

yes

3

3

DB
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Use case 1

DB

Use case 2

The table below explains the steps of the core functionality sequence of use cases
1 and 2:
Table 2-1
No.

Use case 1

Use case 2

1.

Cyclic recording of measured data of
the Energy Meter 480VAC from the
process image

Evaluation of the diagnosis of the
Energy Meter 480VAC via data records
(acyclic)

2.

Processing of the measured data

Output of diagnostic messages

3.

Saving the measured data in a data
block

Saving the diagnostic data in a data
block
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2.3

Hardware and software components

2.3.1

Validity
This application is valid for

2.3.2



STEP 7 as of V13 SP1



WinCC Professional V13 SP1 or later



S7-1500 controllers

Components used
The application has been created with the following components:

Hardware components
Table 2-2
Component

Qty.

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

S7-1516-3 PN/DP

1

Article number
6ES7 516-3AN01-0AB0

Note
Alternatively, any other
SIMATIC S7-1500 can be

used.
IM 155-6 PN ST

1

6ES7 155-6AU00-0BN0

AI Energy Meter
480VAC ST

2

6ES7 134-6PA20-0BD0

Base Unit, black,
wide

2

6ES7 193-6BP00-0BD0

BU20-P12+A0+0B

TP900 Comfort

1

6AV2 124-0JC01-0AX0

Alternatively, any other
SIMATIC HMI Panel can be
used.

Software components
Table 2-3
Component

Article number

STEP 7 Professional V13
SP1

6ES7 822-1AA02-0YA5

WinCC Professional V13
SP1

6AV2 101-0AA02-0AA5

Note

Alternatively, a smaller
package is also possible.
Included in the TP1200
Comfort starter kit; when
using a different HMI, a
smaller WinCC package
can be used.

Example files and projects
The following list includes all files and projects that are used in this example.
Table 2-4
Component

109485579_EM480VAC_PROJ_v10.zip
109485579_EM480VAC_LIB_v10.zip
109485579_EM480VAC_DOC_v10_en.pdf

EM480VAC
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05/2016

Note

This zip file contains the STEP 7
project.
Library for the Energy Meter
480VAC
This document
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3

Basics

3.1

AI Energy Meter 480VAC characteristic features

Note

You can find further information regarding the Energy Meter 480VAC in the
manual (\4\).

Introduction
The ET 200SP AI Energy Meter 480VAC ST offers different operating modes, e. g.
operation on a single-phase or three-phase load.
For configuration, you can define which process image will be generated by the
Energy Meter 480VAC by simply selecting the module version.
For this application example, the user-specific module version was used.
In this version, the measured values can be selected via the user data mapping
and can be freely positioned in the address space of the module.
User data mapping

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

The process image of the Energy Meter 480VAC is determined by means of the
user data mapping. The user data can be selected in the properties of the AI
Energy Meter 480VAC. They can be selected from the following categories (subcategories):


Current (phase current, neutral conductor current)



Voltage (phase voltage, line conductor voltage)



Power (apparent power, active power, reactive power, power factor / phase
angle)



Energy (apparent energy, active energy, reactive energy)



Quality data



Additional information (limit monitoring, frequencies, operating hours)

Limit monitoring
The Energy Meter 480VAC enables you to monitor up to 16 limits simultaneously.
All categories and sub-categories also available in the user data mapping can be
monitored by means of an upper and lower limit.
In order to prevent fluttering of the limit monitoring, it is possible to configure a
hysteresis (0-20%) and a delay time (0-10s) for the individual limits.
All limits can be assigned to a process alarm which is triggered when the assigned
limits are exceeded.
Selecting a current transformer
Current measurement generally requires a connection via current transformers.
Please use toroids with an accuracy class of 0.5, 1 or 3.

Note

Please find some help for the selection of current transformers in the Industry
Online Support (\3\).
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3.2 Data flow in the Energy Meter 480VAC

3.2

Data flow in the Energy Meter 480VAC

Introduction
The Energy Meter 480VAC provides the measured values and variables by means
of the following procedures:


Cyclic: User data



Acyclic Data records (parameter data records, measured value data records)

User data
User data provide predefined measured values depending on the configured user
data variant. The measured values supplied are cyclically written to the process
image of the CPU.
Data records
Each data record provides physical values which can be further processed
immediately. The measured value data records are read acyclically by means of
the “RDREC” instruction. Each data record to be read requires a corresponding
PLC tag.

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

The figure below schematically shows the data flow in the Energy Meter 480VAC.
Figure 3-1

Energy Meter

User program

Read the PII

User data
(cyclic)

Write measured
data in the PII

Process the
data

DS130
Parameter
data records

DS129

Trigger

DS128

Data records
(acyclic)
Measured value
data records

Provide data
records
DS142 DS147
DS143 DS148
DS144 DS149
DS145 DS150

Note

Read data
records

Process the
data

The required data records are included in the library of this application example.
The library can be downloaded from the entry page (\2\).
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4 Mode of Operation
4.1 General overview

4

Mode of Operation

4.1

General overview

Program overview of use case 1: Reading measured data
The following figure shows the call structure of the application example.
Figure 4-1

Use case 1
EnergyMeter
480VXxX
PhaseCall

Main

GETIO_
PART
EnergyMeter
480Measure
mentData
XxXPhase

Energy
Meter480
Measurement
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User program

RD_ADDR

System blocks

Data blocks

Description
In use case 1, the measured data are read from the user data of the Energy Meter
480VAC. The function block “EnergyMeter480Measurement” is used to read the
measured data of the Energy Meter 480VAC directly from the process image of the
inputs. These are transferred to the “EnergyMeter480MeasurementDataXxXPhase”
data block and then are read and displayed by the HMI Panel.
Block list
The table below gives you an overview of the program blocks of this application
example:
Table 4-1
Element

Symbolic name

Description

OB1

Main

Cyclic OB:
Calling the functions FC130 and FC310

FC130

EnergyMeter480V1x3PhaseCall

Calling FB2, FB3, FB4 for variant 2
(1 x three-phase)

FC310

EnergyMeter480V3x1PhaseCall

Calling FB2, FB3, FB4 for variant 1
(3 x single-phase)

FB2

EnergyMeter480Measurement

Reads the measured data of the specified
Energy Meter 480VAC from the IOs

DB130

EnergyMeter480Measurement
Data1x3Phase

Contains the measured data for variant 2
as PLC data type “EnergyMeter480V1x3
PhaseMeasurementType”

DB132

EnergyMeter480Measurement_
1x3Phase

Instance DB for FB2 of variant 2

DB310

EnergyMeter480Measurement
Data3x1Phase

Contains the measured data for variant 1
as PLC data type
“EnergyMeter480V3x1Phase
MeasurementType”

DB312

EnergyMeter480Measurement_

Instance DB for FB2 of variant 1

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

05/2016
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4.1 General overview
Element

Symbolic name

Description

1x3Phase

Program overview of use case 2: Condition monitoring and diagnostics
The following figure shows the call structure of the application example.
Figure 4-2

Use case 2
EnergyMeter
480VXxX
PhaseCall

Main

Energy
Meter480
Alarm
Handling

Diag
nostic error
interrupt

RD_ADDR
EnergyMeter
480Diag
nosticData
XxXPhase

Energy
Meter480
Diagnostic

Startup
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Program_
Alarm

Hardware
Interrupt

RD_REC

RALRM

User program

System blocks

Data blocks

Description
In use case 2, the diagnostic data are analyzed by means of the data records of
the Energy Meter 480VAC. The function block “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic”
evaluates the limits previously created in the device configuration of the Energy
Meter 480VAC. The evaluated limits are transferred to the
“EnergyMeter480DiagnosticDataXxXPhase” data blocks and transmitted to the
HMI. The alarm handling is controlled by the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling”
function block which generates a program alarm for each configured alarm.
Block list
The table below gives you an overview of the program blocks of this application
example:
Table 4-2
Element

Symbolic name

Description

OB1

Main

Cyclic OB:
Calling the functions FC130 and FC310

OB40

Hardware interrupt

Calling FB3 in case of Hardware Interrupt

OB82

Diagnostic error interrupt

Calling FB3 in case of a diagnostic error

OB100

Startup

Calling FB3 for startup of the CPU

FC130

EnergyMeter480V1x3PhaseCall

Calling FB2, FB3, FB4 for variant 2

FC310

EnergyMeter480V3x1PhaseCall

Calling FB2, FB3, FB4 for variant 1

FB3

EnergyMeter480Diagnostic

Monitors the diagnoses of the Energy
Meter 480VAC

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

05/2016
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4 Mode of Operation
4.1 General overview
Symbolic name

Description

FB4

EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling

Converts the process alarms of the Energy
Meter 480VAC into program alarms

DB131

EnergyMeter480Diagnostic
Data1x3Phase

Contains the data for the limit monitoring
diagnosis of variant 2

DB133

EnergyMeter480Diagnostic_
1x3Phase

Instance DB for FB3 of variant 2

DB134

EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling_
1x3Phase

Instance DB for FB4 of variant 2

DB311

EnergyMeter480Diagnostic
Data1x3Phase

Contains the data for the limit monitoring
diagnosis of variant 1

DB313

EnergyMeter480Diagnostic_
1x3Phase

Instance DB for FB3 of variant 1

DB314

EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling_
1x3Phase

Instance DB for FB4 of variant 1

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Element

EM480VAC
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4.2 Description of use case 1 “Reading measured data”

4.2

Description of use case 1 “Reading measured data”
The figure below shows the cyclic program flow of use case 1:
Figure 4-3

Cyclic call
OB1

Read start
address / length
of IOs

Read IOs

FB: EnergyMeter480Measurement
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Output of
measured data

Transfer
measured data
to DB

In use case 1, the IOs of the Energy Meter 480VAC are read cyclically. The HW
identifier of the Energy Meter 480VAC to be read is transmitted to the function
block “EnergyMeter480Measurement”.
In use case 1, the following measured values are read for each phase:


Active power (actual value, maximum)
Display of the current consumption and power peaks



Voltage L-N (actual value, maximum, minimum)
Monitoring of the current voltage and mains fluctuations



Active energy (import, export)
Relevant for invoicing



Operating hours counter
Running time of the load (replacement or maintenance)

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

05/2016
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4 Mode of Operation
4.2 Description of use case 1 “Reading measured data”

4.2.1

Program details of the “EnergyMeter480Measurement” function block

General
The “EnergyMeter480Measurement” function block reads the IO data of the Energy
Meter 480VAC the HW identifier of which is specified at the “hwIdentifier” input.
The “RD_ADDR” system block reads the start address and the length of the IOs by
means of the HW identifier. By means of this information, the IOs are read via
“GETIO_PART”.
The read data are output in a variant at the “measurement” input/output. The
sequence of the data is defined by the “user data mapping” of the Energy Meter
480VAC.
Moreover, the quality data of the Energy Meter 480VAC are evaluated and output.
Parameter interface
The figure below shows the call of the “EnergyMeter480Measurement” function
block:

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Figure 4-4

Subsequently, all parameters for the “EnergyMeter480Measurement” function
block are explained:
Inputs
The following table describes the inputs of the “EnergyMeter480Measurement”
block.
Table 4-3
Name
hwIdentifier

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

Data type
HW_ANY

05/2016

Description
HW identifier of the Energy Meter 480VAC to be read
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4.2 Description of use case 1 “Reading measured data”

Outputs
The following table describes the outputs of the “EnergyMeter480Measurement”
block.
Table 4-4

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Name

Data
type

Description

voltageL1Ok

Bool

TRUE = voltage of phase 1 is within the configured
measuring range

voltageL2Ok

Bool

TRUE = voltage of phase 2 is within the configured
measuring range

voltageL3Ok

Bool

TRUE = voltage of phase 3 is within the configured
measuring range

currentL1Ok

Bool

TRUE = current of phase 1 is within the configured
measuring range

currentL2Ok

Bool

TRUE = current of phase 2 is within the configured
measuring range

currentL3Ok

Bool

TRUE = current of phase 3 is within the configured
measuring range

quadrantL1

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 1
0 = I quadrant = motor, inductive
1 = II quadrant = generator, inductive
2 = III quadrant = generator, capacitive
3 = IV quadrant = motor, capacitive

quadrantL2

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 2 (see output “quadrantL1”)

quadrantL3

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 3 (see output “quadrantL1”)

status

DWORD

Status of the function block

error

Bool

Error when reading the IOs

Inputs/outputs
The following table describes the inputs/outputs of the
“EnergyMeter480Measurement” block.
Table 4-5
Name

Data
type

measurement

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

Variant

05/2016

Description
Measured data in form of a variant
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4.2.2

Description of the “EnergyMeter480MeasurementDataXxXphase”
measurement data blocks

General
The measurement data blocks “EnergyMeter480MeasurementData1x3phase” and
“EnergyMeter480MeasurementData3x1phase” are intended for storing the
measured data of the two Energy Meters 480VAC. The measured data of the triple
single-phase measurement are stored in a tag with the PLC data type
“EnergyMeter480V3x1PhaseMeasurementType” and the measured data of the
single three-phase measurement are stored in a tag with the PLC data type
“EnergyMeter480V1x3PhaseMeasurementType”.
Moreover, the evaluation of the quality word of the Energy Meter 480VAC is stored
in the data block.
Parameters
The following table shows the structure of the measurement data blocks:
Table 4-6

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Name

Data type

Description

voltageL1Ok

Bool

Voltage of phase 1 is within the appropriate
range

voltageL2Ok

Bool

Voltage of phase 2 is within the appropriate
range

voltageL3Ok

Bool

Voltage of phase 3 is within the appropriate
range

currentL1Ok

Bool

Current of phase 1 is within the appropriate
range

currentL2Ok

Bool

Current of phase 2 is within the appropriate
range

currentL3Ok

Bool

Current of phase 3 is within the appropriate
range

quadrantL1

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 1

quadrantL2

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 2

quadrantL3

Int

Operating quadrant for phase 3

measurementData

EnergyMeter
480V3x1Phase
MeasurementType

Variant 1:
Storage of the triple single-phase measurement

EnergyMeter
480V1x3Phase
MeasurementType

Variant 2:
Storage of the single three-phase measurement
(see chapter 4.4)

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,
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4.3

Program overview of use case 2 “Condition monitoring
and diagnostics”
The figure below shows the program flow of use case 2:
Figure 4-5
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Determine
call
environme
nt

FB: EnergyMeter480
Diagnostic

Startup
OB100

Cyclic call
OB1

HW Interrupt
OB40

Diagnostic
error interrupt
OB82

Read limit data
record 129

Read limit data
record 129

Read
information of
alarm

Read
information of
alarm

Output limit
configuration

Refresh limit
violations

Refresh limit
violations

Refresh
diagnostic
errors

Generate
program alarms

FB: EnergyMeter480
AlarmHandling

In use case 2, the configured limits of the Energy Meter 480VAC are monitored and
displayed. In addition, the Energy Meter 480VAC is monitored with regard to
diagnostic events.
Within the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” function block, the call environment of the
block is determined. Accordingly, the diagnostic event is determined and
transmitted to the “EnergyMeter480DiagnosticDataXxXPhase” diagnostic data
block.
Depending on the diagnostic event, the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” function
block generates program alarms which are also displayed on the HMI.

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,

V1.0,

05/2016
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4.3 Program overview of use case 2 “Condition monitoring and diagnostics”

4.3.1

Program details of the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” function block

General
By means of the “RD_REC” instruction, the “EnergyMeter480Measurement”
function block reads the parameter data record 129 for limit monitoring of the
Energy Meter 480VAC the HW identifier of which is specified at the “hwIdentifier”
input.
The read data are transmitted to the corresponding
“EnergyMeter480DiagnosticDataXxXPhase” diagnostic data block at the outputs.

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

The block is called in different OBs. The call environment is determined by means
of the “RD_SINFO” instruction:


OB100(“Startup”): During initial startup, the existing configuration of the limits is
read and made available.



OB1(cyclic OB): The limit monitoring of the Energy Meter 480VAC is updated
and output.



OB40(“Hardware Interrupt”): In case of a process alarm (“hardware interrupt”),
it is verified whether the alarm has been triggered by the Energy Meter
480VAC. If yes, it will be output which limit has triggered the process alarm.



OB82(“Diagnostic error interrupt”): In case of a diagnostic error, it is verified
whether the error has been triggered by the Energy Meter 480VAC. If yes,
information about the error will be output.

Parameter interface
The figure below shows the call of the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” function block:
Figure 4-6

EM480VAC
Entry ID: 109485579,
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Subsequently, all parameters for the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” function block
are explained:
Inputs
The following table describes the inputs of the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” block.
Table 4-7
Name
hardware
Identifier

Data
type

Description

HW_ANY

Hardware ID of the Energy Meter 480VAC the limits of which
shall be diagnosed.

Outputs
The following table describes the outputs of the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” block.
Table 4-8
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Name

Data type

Description

limitViolation
Active

Array
[0..15]
of Bool

Each bit represents one of the configured limits.
If a bit is TRUE, a limit is currently being violated.

limitViolation
Counter

Array
[0..15]
of UDInt

Each digit counts how often the corresponding limit has
been violated so far.

diagError
Undervoltage

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage falls below the lower limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorUndervoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
voltage

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage exceeds the upper limit. Each bit represents
a phase (diagErrorOvervoltage[0] =
phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
current

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Measuring current exceeds limit after tolerance time
(current overrun). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorOvercurrent[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Cumulative
Values
Overflow

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Overrun of calculated values (measured or calculated
values exceed the range of values that can be displayed).
Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorCumulativeValuesOverflow[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorLow
Voltage

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Lower measuring limit of voltage measurement is fallen
short of (80 V). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorLowVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
GeneralError

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Internal module error. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorGeneralError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Parameters
Error

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Incorrect parameterization. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorParameterError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Missing
NetVoltage

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage missing or too low. Each bit represents a
phase (diagErrorMissingNetVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active
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Name

Data type

Description

diagError
ChannelNot
Available

Array
[0..2]
of Bool

Channel temporarily not available: e. g. update of firmware.
Each bit represents a channel
(diagErrorChannelNotAvailable[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

busy

Bool

TRUE, the block is being used.

error

Bool

TRUE, an error has occurred while processing the block. Is
only active for one cycle.

done

Bool

TRUE, der Block has been executed without any error. Is
only active for one cycle.

status

DWord

Current block status

Inputs/outputs
The following table describes the inputs/outputs of the “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic”
block.
Table 4-9
Name

Description

EnergyMeterLimit
MonitoringType

Configuration of limits in the Energy Meter 480VAC
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limit
Configuration

Data type
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4.3.2

Program details of the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” function
block

General
The “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” function block generates program alarms by
means of the “Program_Alarm” system block. The program alarms are generated
as soon as a limit configured in the Energy Meter 480VAC has been violated or a
diagnostic event has occurred.
Each “Program_Alarm” block called is configured separately in the “Properties” of
the corresponding block defining the message text and the type of alarm. Each
block generates a “Program alarm” in the “PLC alarms” subfolder of the CPU.
These messages are displayed in the message window of the HMI and on the
display of the CPU. The program alarms can be extended by process values by
means of the “SD_i” associated values. Thus, the violated limit can be highlighted
more clearly.
Parameter interface
The figure below shows the call of the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” function
block:

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Figure 4-7

Subsequently, all parameters for the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” function
block are explained:
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Inputs
The following table describes the inputs of the “EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling”
block.
Table 4-10
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Name

Data type

Description

energyMeter
Name

String[32]

Name of the evaluated Energy Meter 480VAC

Hardware
Identifier

HW_ANY

Hardware identifier of the evaluated Energy Meter 480VAC

limitViolation
Active

Array
[0..15]
of Bool

Each bit represents one of the configured limits.
If a bit is TRUE, a limit is currently being violated.

limitViolation
Counter

Array
[0..15]
of UDInt

Each digit counts how often the corresponding limit has
been violated so far.

diagError
Undervoltage

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage falls below the lower limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorUndervoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
voltage

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage exceeds the upper limit. Each bit represents
a phase (diagErrorOvervoltage[0] =
phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
current

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Measuring current exceeds limit after tolerance time
(current overrun). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorOvercurrent[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Cummulative
Values
Overflow

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Overrun of calculated values (measured or calculated
values exceed the range of values that can be displayed).
Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorCumulativeValuesOverflow[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorLow
Voltage

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Lower measuring limit of voltage measurement is fallen
short of (80 V). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorLowVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
GeneralError

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Internal module error. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorGeneralError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Parameters
Error

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Incorrect parameterization. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorParameterError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Missing
NetVoltage

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage missing or too low. Each bit represents a
phase (diagErrorMissingNetVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
ChannelNot
Available

Array [0..2]
of Bool

Channel temporarily not available: e. g. update of
firmware. Each bit represents a channel
(diagErrorChannelNotAvailable[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active
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Inputs/outputs
The following table describes the inputs/outputs of the
“EnergyMeter480AlarmHandling” block.
Table 4-11
Name

Description

EnergyMeterLimit
MonitoringType

Configuration of limits in the Energy Meter 480VAC
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Limit
Configuration

Data type
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4.3.3

Description of the “EnergyMeter480DiagnosticDataXxXPhase”
diagnostic data blocks

General
The diagnostic data block “EnergyMeter480DiagnosticDataXxXPhase” is used to
store the diagnostic data of the two Energy Meters 480VAC and serves as
interface to the HMI. The diagnostic data of the triple single-phase measurement
and of the single three-phase measurement are stored in a “Struct”.
Parameters
The following table shows the structure of the diagnostic data blocks:
Table 4-12
Name

Data type

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

3x1Diagnostic

Description

Struct

Contains diagnostic data of the triple single-phase
measurement

limitViolation
Active

Array[0..15]
of Bool

Each bit represents one of the configured limits.
If a bit is TRUE, a limit is currently being violated.

limitViolation
Counter

Array[0..15]
of UDInt

Each digit counts how often the corresponding limit
has been violated so far.

diagError
Undervoltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage falls below the lower limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorUndervoltage[0] = phase
1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
voltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage exceeds the upper limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorOvervoltage[0] =
phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
current

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Measuring current exceeds limit after tolerance time
(current overrun). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorOvercurrent[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Cummulative
Values
Overflow

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Overrun of calculated values (measured or calculated
values exceed the range of values that can be
displayed). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorCumulativeValuesOverflow[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorLow
Voltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Lower measuring limit of voltage measurement is
fallen short of (80 V). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorLowVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
GeneralError

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Internal module error. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorGeneralError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Parameters
Error

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Incorrect parameterization. Each bit represents a
phase (diagErrorParameterError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Missing
NetVoltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage missing or too low. Each bit represents
a phase (diagErrorMissingNetVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
ChannelNot
Available

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Channel temporarily not available: e. g. update of
firmware. Each bit represents a channel
(diagErrorChannelNotAvailable[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active
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Name

Data type

limit
Monitoring

EnergyMeter
LimitMonitoring
Type

Configuration of limits in the Energy Meter 480VAC

Struct

Contains diagnostic data of the single three-phase
measurement

limitViolation
Active

Array[0..15]
of Bool

Each bit represents one of the configured limits.
If a bit is TRUE, a limit is currently being violated.

limitViolation
Counter

Array[0..15]
of UDInt

Each digit counts how often the corresponding limit
has been violated so far.

diagError
Undervoltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage falls below the lower limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorUndervoltage[0] = phase
1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
voltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage exceeds the upper limit. Each bit
represents a phase (diagErrorOvervoltage[0] =
phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorOver
current

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Measuring current exceeds limit after tolerance time
(current overrun). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorOvercurrent[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Cummulative
Values
Overflow

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Overrun of calculated values (measured or calculated
values exceed the range of values that can be
displayed). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorCumulativeValuesOverflow[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagErrorLow
Voltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Lower measuring limit of voltage measurement is
fallen short of (80 V). Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorLowVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
GeneralError

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Internal module error. Each bit represents a phase
(diagErrorGeneralError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Parameters
Error

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Incorrect parameterization. Each bit represents a
phase (diagErrorParameterError[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
Missing
NetVoltage

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Mains voltage missing or too low. Each bit represents
a phase (diagErrorMissingNetVoltage[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

diagError
ChannelNot
Available

Array[0..2]
of Bool

Channel temporarily not available: e. g. update of
firmware. Each bit represents a channel
(diagErrorChannelNotAvailable[0] = phase 1).
TRUE= diagnostic error active

EnergyMeter
LimitMonitoring
Type

Configuration of limits in the Energy Meter 480VAC

1x3Diagnostic
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Description

limit
Monitoring
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4.4

PLC data types used

Introduction
Different PLC data types have been created for measurement and diagnostics with
the Energy Meter 480VAC. In the following, the data types used in the application
example are described.

“EnergyMeter480XxXVPhaseMeasurement” measured data types
The “EnergyMeter480VXxXPhaseMeasurement” PLC data types have been
created as user-specific user data. They include quality information and the
measured values pending at the Energy Meter 480VAC.
These individual data types need to be adjusted each time the parameterization of
the user data is changed.
The following table describes the basic structure of the
“EnergyMeter480VPhaseMeasurement” measured data types for each phase
(variant 1) or for overall measurement (variant 2):
Structure of the “EnergyMeter480VACXxXVPhaseMeasuement” measured data types 4-13
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Name

Data type

Description

qualityWord

Word

Quality information of the Energy Meter 480VAC

activePowerPL1

Real

Active power of phase L1

activePowerPL1Max

Real

Maximum active power of phase L1

voltageUL1N

Real

Voltage of phase L1

voltageUL1NMax

Real

Maximum voltage of phase L1

voltageUL1NMin

Real

Minimum voltage of phase L1

activeEnergyImportL1

LReal

Active energy (import) of phase L1

activeEnergyExportL1

LReal

Active energy (export) of phase L1

operatingHoursL1

Real

Operating hours counter of phase L1
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“EnergyMeterLimitMonitoring” data type
The PLC data type “EnergyMeterLimitMonitoring” includes the parameters of the
16 limits configured in the Energy Meter 480VAC.
The following table describes the PLC data type “EnergyMeterLimitMonitoring”:
“EnergyMeterLimitMonitoring” 4-14
Name

Data type

Description

Array [0..15]
of Struct

Configuration of each individual limit

limitConfiguration[0..15]

Struct

Structure of the limit configuration of the Energy
Meter 480VAC

measuredVariableId

UInt

ID of the tags measured. For further information
on the IDs, please refer to the manual of the
Energy Meter 480VAC.

limitProperties

Byte

Bit 0-3: No. of the limit (0..15).
Bit 4: Upper (0) or lower limit (1).
Bit 5: Enable “Hardware Interrupt” (1).
Bit 6: Enable limit monitoring (1 = enable with
positive edge).
Bit 7: Allow limit monitoring (1).

hysteresis

USInt

Hysteresis of the limit in steps of 0.1 %.
Limitation 0 (no hysteresis) to 200 (20.0 %).

limitValue

Real

Value displayed when an alarm is triggered. The
unit is determined via the
“measurementVariableId” parameter.

USInt

Delay time when the alarm is triggered.
Limitation 0 (0 s) to 10 (10 s)

Byte

Reserved byte
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limitConfiguration

limitDelayTime
reserved
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Data record 129 “EnergyMeterDataRecord129LimitMonitoring”
The PLC data type “EnergyMeterDataRecord129LimitMonitoring” contains the
relevant data structures of the parameter data record 129 for limit monitorings.
The following table describes the PLC data type
“EnergyMeterDataRecord129LimitMonitoring”:
“EnergyMeterDataRecord129LimitMonitoring” 4-15
Name

Data type

headerInformation

Description

Struct

General information for the data record

Byte

Version (currently 0.0)

lengthParamStructures

USInt

Length of the parameter structure

countLimitMonitorings

USInt

Number of limit monitorings that shall be enabled

Byte

Reserved byte

limitConfiguration

Array [0..15]
of Struct

Configuration of each individual limit

limitConfiguration[0..15]

Struct

Structure of the limit configuration of the Energy
Meter 480VAC

measuredVariableId

UInt

ID of the tags measured. The IDs are referred to
in the manual.

limitProperties

Byte

Bit 0-3: No. of the limit (0..15).
Bit 4: Upper (0) or lower limit (1).
Bit 5: Enable “Hardware Interrupt” (1).
Bit 6: Enable limit monitoring (1 = enable with
positive edge).
Bit 7: Allow limit monitoring (1).

hysteresis

USInt

Hysteresis of the limit in steps of 0.1 %.
Limitation 0 (no hysteresis) to 200 (20.0 %).

limitValue

Real

Value displayed when an alarm is triggered. The
unit is determined via the
“measurementVariableId” parameter.

USInt

Delay time when the alarm is triggered.
Limitation 0 (0 s) to 10 (10 s)

Byte

Reserved byte

version
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reserved

limitDelayTime
reserved
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Data record 150 “EnergyMeterDataRecord150StatusValuesType”
The PLC data type “EnergyMeterDataRecord150StatusValuesType” contains the
relevant data structures of the measured value data record 150 for advanced
measured and status values.
The following table describes the PLC data type
“EnergyMeterDataRecord150StatusValuesType”:
“EnergyMeterDataRecord150StatusValuesType” 4-16
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Name

Data type

Description

version

Byte

Current version = 1

reserved

Byte

Reserved byte

operatingHoursL1L2L3

Real

All operating hours of all three phases are
summarized.

operatingHoursL1

Real

Operating hours of phase L1

operatingHoursL2

Real

Operating hours of phase L2

operatingHoursL3

Real

Operating hours of phase L3

statusLimitMonitoring

Word

Each bit represents the status of one of the 16
limits (1 = limit violated).

statusEnergyCounter
Overflow

Word

Each bit represents the overflow of an energy
counter. (For further information on the structure,
please refer to the manual of the Energy Meter
480VAC /4/)

counterLimitViolation1

UDInt

Counts how often limit 1 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation2

UDInt

Counts how often limit 2 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation3

UDInt

Counts how often limit 3 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation4

UDInt

Counts how often limit 4 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation5

UDInt

Counts how often limit 5 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation6

UDInt

Counts how often limit 6 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation7

UDInt

Counts how often limit 7 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation8

UDInt

Counts how often limit 8 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation9

UDInt

Counts how often limit 9 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation10

UDInt

Counts how often limit 10 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation11

UDInt

Counts how often limit 11 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation12

UDInt

Counts how often limit 12 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation13

UDInt

Counts how often limit 13 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation14

UDInt

Counts how often limit 14 has already been
violated

counterLimitViolation15

UDInt

Counts how often limit 15 has already been
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Name

Data type

Description
violated

UDInt

Counts how often limit 16 has already been
violated

qualityInformation

Word

Quality information of the Energy Meter 480VAC
(for further information on the structure, please
refer to the manual of the Energy Meter 480VAC
/4/).

For further information on the data records that can be used with the Energy
Meter 480VAC, please refer to the manual (/4/).
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Note

counterLimitViolation16
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5

Configuration and Settings

5.1

Configuring the AI Energy Meter 480VAC ST

Configuring the user data mapping
The following steps show how to use the user data mapping to create your own I/O
image which can be read by the “EnergyMeter480Measurement” function block
independently of the selected data:
Table 5-1

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

No.

Action / screen

1.

Open the “Device configuration” of your ET 200SP station.

2.

Open the properties of the Energy Meter 480VAC to be configured
“Properties” > “Module parameters” > “User data”.

3.

In the “Operating mode” submenu, check the “User data mapping” checkbox and
select “User-specific user data” as user data variant.

4.

In the “User data” submenu, specify the I/O image with the measured variables
you need. Now, insert each value by clicking “Add”.

5.

The figure below shows a part of the user data as they are stored in the example
project.
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Configuring the limit monitoring
The following steps show how to configure the limit monitoring in the Energy Meter
480VAC:
Table 5-2
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No.

Action / screen

1.

Open the “Device configuration” of your ET 200SP station.

2.

Open the properties of the Energy Meter 480VAC to be configured
“Properties” > “Module parameters” > “Limits”.

3.

In the “Hardware interrupt assignment” submenu, you can specify whether a
process alarm will be triggered as soon as a limit violation occurs and which
process alarm will be triggered.

4.

The limits are configured in the “Limit X” submenu. As soon as the “Limit
monitoring” is enabled, you can specify the “Measured variable” (1), the “Limit”)
(2), the “Type” (3), a “Hysteresis for limit monitoring” (4) and a “Delay time for limit
monitoring” (5).

1

2
3
4
5
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Installation and Commissioning

6
Note

This application example does not use a real panel. TIA WinCC Runtime is used
for HMI visualization.

6.1

Installing the hardware

6.1.1

Setup of the control components
The figure below shows the hardware setup of the application.
Figure 6-1
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Load/
operate

24 V
PROFINET IE

24 V

Table 6-1
No.

Action

1.

Connect the controller and the I/O to a 24 V power supply.

2.

Connect the server and the programming unit to a 230 V power supply.

3.

Connect the components via an Ethernet cable (RJ45).
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6.1.2

Setup of the single-phase loads (variant 1)
The figure below shows how to connect the single-phase loads for variant 1 to the
Energy Meter 480VAC.
Figure 6-2

L1
L2
L3
N
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Energy Meter
480VAC

U-L1

I-L1

U-L2

I-L2

U-L3

I-L3

N

N

N

N

N

N

Current
transformer

Current
transformer

Load

Load

Current
transformer

Load

Table 6-2
No.

Action

Remark

1.

Connect the loads and the corresponding
connections of the Energy Meter 480VAC (UL1,
UL2, UL3) to the required power supply.

The use of voltage transformers for the
connections UL1, UL2 and UL3 is optional.

2.

Tap the voltage by means of a current
transformer and connect the secondary circuit to
the corresponding connections of the Energy
Meter 480VAC (IL1, IL2, IL3).

Select the current transformers as described
in chapter 3.1.
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6.1.3

Setup of the three-phase load (variant 2)
The figure below shows how to connect the three-phase load for variant 2 to the
Energy Meter 480VAC.
Figure 6-3

L1
L2
L3
N
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Energy Meter
480VAC

U-L1

I-L1

U-L2

I-L2

U-L3
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N

N

N

N

N

N

Current
transformer

Load

Current
transformer

Current
transformer

U

V

W

N

Table 6-3
No.

Action

Remark

1.

Connect the loads and the corresponding
connections of the Energy Meter 480VAC (UL1,
UL2, UL3) to the required power supply.

The use of voltage transformers for the
connections UL1, UL2 and UL3 is optional.

2.

Tap the voltage by means of a current
transformer and connect the secondary circuit to
the corresponding connections of the Energy
Meter 480VAC (IL1, IL2, IL3).

Select the current transformers as described
in chapter 3.1.

Note

Always follow the installation guidelines for all components.
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6.2

Installing the software
This chapter describes the steps required for installing the example code.

Note

It is recommended to run the latest versions of any installed software.

TIA Portal with STEP 7 and WinCC
Table 6-4
No.

Action

Remark

Install STEP 7 V13 SP1 on your programming
unit.

To do this, follow the instructions of the
program.

2.

Install WinCC V13 SP1 on your programming
unit.

To do this, follow the instructions of the
program.
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6.3

Commissioning

Note

When assigning the IP addresses of your devices, please ensure that they are all
located in the same subnet and each IP is only assigned once across the
subnets.

Controller
The table below shows how to commission the S7-1500 controller.
Table 6-5
No.

Action

Remark

1.

Load the application example to your
programming unit and unzip the archive.

For the corresponding entry, please refer to item
\2\ in the chapter “Links & Literature”.

2.

Open the example project.

“109485579_EM480VAC_PROJ.ap13”

3.

Open the “Device Configuration” of the “CPU
1516-3 PN/DP” controller.

SIMATIC S7-1500
CPU 1516-3 PN

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

If you are using the same controller as in the
example, proceed with step 5.
4.

Right-click on the controller and click on
“Change device”.
Select your S7-1500 from the tree and
confirm with “OK”.

5.

Right-click on the controller and click on
“Properties”.
In the area navigation of the inspection
window, select “PROFINET interface”.
In “Ethernet addresses”, enter an IP address
and a subnet mask.
Please ensure that these match the IP
address and subnet mask of the project and
of the PG / PC interface.
Network the controller with a subnet.
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No.
6.

Action

Remark

In the project navigation, select the controller
and load the program into the controller.
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Now, the configuration of the controller has
been completed.
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7

Operating the Application

7.1

Overview of the HMI

Overview and description of the user interface
The figure below shows the structure of the HMI of the application example:
Figure 7-1
Main menu

System

Diagnostic
3x1 measurement

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Overview

Limit
monitoring

Support

Diagnostic
1x3 measurement

Limit
monitoring

Pop-up windows

Overview

Graph

Diagnostic

Each page of the HMI can be accessed via each screen of the HMI by means of
the “slide-in” window on the right.
In the “System” screen, different system functions of the HMI can be used (e. g.
“Stop Runtime”).
The “pop-up” windows can be opened via the overview screen.
On the diagnostic screens, current diagnostic information of the Energy Meter
480VAC, the status of the individual limits as well as a message window are
visualized.
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7.2

Description of the “Overview” screen

General
The “Overview” screen gives an overview of the loads connected to the
corresponding Energy Meters 480VAC in the application example. From this
screen, you can get to the measured data of the individual loads.
The figure below shows the “Overview” screen:

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Figure 7-2

The following table describes the operating options of the “Overview” screen:
Table 7-1
No.

Description / action

1.

Click here to open the “3x1overviewPhase1” pop-up window.

2.

Click here to open the “3x1overviewPhase2” pop-up window.

3.

Click here to open the “3x1overviewPhase3” pop-up window.

4.

Click here to open the “1x3overviewOverall” pop-up window.

5.

Click here to open the “slide-in” window and to go to the navigation.
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7.2.1
Note

Description of the pop-up windows
The pop-up windows “Overview”, “Diagnostic” and “Graph” of all single-phase
measurements and of the three-phase measurement have an identical structure.

Overview pop-up window “3x1overviewPhaseX”
The figure below shows the “3x1overviewPhaseX” pop-up window:
Figure 7-3

1

3
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2

4

The following table describes the operating options of the “3x1overviewPhaseX”
pop-up window:
Table 7-2
No.

Description / action

1.

Here, the actual, maximum and minimum voltage values of the selected phase
are displayed.

2.

Here, the actual and the maximum active power values of the selected phase are
displayed.

3.

Here, the active energy import and export of the selected phase are displayed.

4.

Here, the operating hours counter of the selected phase is displayed.

5.

Click here to open the “3x1diagnosticPhaseX” pop-up window.

6.

Click here to open the “3x1graphPhaseX” pop-up window.

7.

Click here to close the “3x1overviewPhaseX” pop-up window.
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Diagnostic pop-up window “3x1diagnosticPhaseX”
The figure below shows the “3x1diagnosticPhaseX” pop-up window:
Figure 7-4

1

2
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3

The following table describes the operating options of the “3x1diagnosticPhaseX”
pop-up window:
Table 7-3
No.

Description / action

1.

Here, the status of the power supply (green = voltage OK) determined from the
quality information of the Energy Meter 480VAC is displayed.

2.

Here, the status of the power supply (green = current OK) determined from the
quality information of the Energy Meter 480VAC is displayed.

3.

Here, the operating quadrant of the selected phase is displayed.
I quadrant = motor, inductive
II quadrant = generator, inductive
III quadrant = generator, capacitive
IV quadrant = motor, capacitive

4.

Click here to open the “3x1graphPhaseX” pop-up window.

5.

Click here to open the “3x1overviewPhaseX” pop-up window.

6.

Click here to close the “3x1diagnosticPhaseX” pop-up window.
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Graph pop-up window “3x1graphPhaseX”
The figure below shows the “3x1graphPhaseX” pop-up window:
Figure 7-5

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

1

The following table describes the operating options of the “3x1graphPhaseX” popup window:
Table 7-4
No.

Description / action

1.

The graph shows the active power curve of the selected phase.

2.

Click here to open the “3x1diagnosticPhaseX” pop-up window.

3.

Click here to open the “3x1overviewPhaseX” pop-up window.

4.

Click here to close the “3x1graphPhaseX” pop-up window.
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7.3
Note

Description of the diagnostic screens
The diagnostic screens of the single-phase and three-phase measurements
have an identical structure.

Diagnostics with “XxXDiagnostic”
The “XxXDiagnostic” screen gives an overview regarding the analysis of the errors
occurred for the corresponding Energy Meter 480VAC.
The figure below shows the “XxXDiagnostic” screen:
Figure 7-6
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1

2

The following table describes the operating options of the “XxXDiagnostic” screen:
Table 7-5
No.

Description / action

1.

Here, an overview of the errors occurred for the corresponding Energy Meter
480VAC is given. The status (green = not enabled, red = enabled) of the errors is
displayed.

2.

The message window shows current limit violations and messages.

3.

Click here to open the “slide-in” window and to go to the navigation.

4.

Click here to go to the “XxXLimits” screen.
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Limit monitoring with “XxXLimits”
The “XxXLimits” screen gives an overview of the limit monitoring of the
corresponding Energy Meter 480VAC.
The figure below shows the “XxXLimits” screen:
Figure 7-7

1
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2

The following table describes the operating options of the “XxXLimits” screen:
Table 7-6
No.

Description / action

1.

Here, an overview of the limit monitoring of the corresponding Energy Meter
480VAC is given. The status (green = not enabled, red = enabled) and the
counter of the limit are displayed.

2.

The message window shows current limit violations and messages.

3.

Click here to open the “slide-in” window and to go to the navigation.

4.

Click here to go to the “XxXDiagnostic” screen.
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8

Appendix

8.1

Using the application example
The application example is structured in such a way that you can easily use it for
your own application. Individual parts can be copied from the application example
and pasted into your own project making only few adjustments. In the following, the
steps required for using the triple single-phase measurement are explained.

8.1.1

Using the Energy Meter 480VAC

Prerequisite
Using the HMI requires the following:


STEP 7 Professional V13 SP1 update 5

Copying the Energy Meter 480VAC from the example project
The following table shows how to use the Energy Meter 480VAC for the triple
single-phase measurement in your own project.

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

Table 8-1
No.

Action/screen

1.

Open the “Device configuration” of the ET 200SP station in the example project.

2.

Right-click the Energy Meter 480VAC “AI EnergyMeter 480VAC ST3x1” and select
“Copy” in the drop-down list.
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No.

Action/screen

3.

Open the “Device configuration” of the ET 200SP station of your project and paste
the “AI EnergyMeter 480VAC ST3x1” to the desired position.

4.

Adjust the user data mapping and the limit monitoring to your needs. To do this,
follow the instructions in chapter 5.1.

5.

Load the hardware configuration to the controller.
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Copying the user program from the example project
The following table shows how to use the user program of the example project for
the triple single-phase measurement in your own project.
Table 8-2

 Siemens AG 2016 All rights reserved

No.

Action/screen

1.

Open the “Program blocks of the controller in the example project and navigate to
the “Energy Meter 480V” folder.

2.

Select the function blocks and the “Energy Meter 480V 3x1-phase measurement”
folder, right-click and then select “Copy” in the drop-down list.

3.

Open the “Program blocks” of the controller in your project and paste the copied
blocks to the desired position.

4.

Open the “PLC data types” of the example project and select the folders
“EnergyMeter480VAC” and “UserProgram”. Right-click and then select “Copy” in the
drop-down list.

5.

In OB1 of your program, call the FC310 “EnergyMeter480V3x1PhaseCall”
contained in the “Energy Meter 480V 3x1-phase measurement” folder.
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No.

Action/screen
Call the FB3 “EnergyMeter480Diagnostic” in the OBs OB82, OB40 or OB100
depending on your requirements to enable all diagnostic functions.

7.

In the DB310 “EnergyMeter480MeasurementData3x1Phase”, adjust the
“measurementData” parameter to your user data.

8.

Load the program into the controller.
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6.
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8.1.2

Using the HMI

Prerequisite
Using the HMI requires the following:


Using the user program of the example project



WinCC Professional V13 SP1



The measured values and diagnostic data are stored in the same path (as in
the example project)

Copying the HMI from the example project
The following table shows how to copy the HMI from the example project to your
own project.
Table 8-3
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No.

Action/screen

1.

Right-click the HMI and select “Copy” in the drop-down list.

2.

Open "Devices & networks” in your project.

3.

Paste the HMI into your project.

4.

Add the HMI to the subnet of the CPU used by you. An HMI connection has been
created.

5.

Compile your controller.

6.

In the submenu of the HMI, open “HMI tags” > “Show all tags”.

7.

If the HMI connection is named differently than in the example project
(“HMI_Connection_1”), adjust the “Connection” to the tag.
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No.

Action/screen

8.

Select all tags and click the “Synchronize with the PLC tag” icon.

9.

Select the “Paths of the PLC tags match” radio button and the “Replace WinCC
tag name with PLC tag name” checkbox. Click “Synchronize”.

10.

Compile the HMI.

Now, you can use the HMI in your project.
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9

Links & Literature
Table 9-1
Topic

10

\1\

Siemens Industry Online Support
https://support.industry.siemens.com

\2\

https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/ww/en/view/109485579

\3\

Selecting a current transformer
https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/de/en/view/85477190

\4\

Energy Meter 480VAC manual
https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/ww/en/view/109481117

History
Table 10-1
Date

V1.0

05/2016

Modifications
First version
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